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Christian Theology: An Introduction, one of the most internationally-acclaimed Christian theology

textbooks in use, has been completely rewritten for the 6th edition. It now features new and

extended material and companion resources, ensuring it retains its reputation as the ideal

introduction for students.Ã‚Â   A new edition of the bestselling Christian theology textbook to

celebrate its 25th anniversary Rewritten throughout for exceptional clarity and accessibility, and

adds substantial new material on the Holy Spirit Features increased coverage of postcolonial

theology, and feminist theology, and prodigious development of world theology Increases the focus

on contemporary theology to complement the excellent coverage of historical material A new 2-color

design includes more pedagogical features including textboxes and sidebars to aid learning

Expanded online resources for instructors and students available at www.wiley.com/go/mcgrath
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""Christian Theology: An Introduction" is a work of prodigious learning and notable clarity. Alister

McGrath here combines a mastery of the history of doctrine with his gift of communication to

produce the finest university textbook available in this field." "Professor Gabriel Fackre, Andover

Newton Theological School, USA""There is much to admire in Dr McGrath's skill as a pedagogue.

The range of issues he deals with is marvellously broad, and he says a great many things which are

important, beautiful, true and worth knowing." "Church Times""McGrath has surpassed even himself

in his latest work, "Christian Theology: An Introduction".""His assumption that the reader has little

theological expertise and reads only English, makes the book extremely valuable to beginners in



theology.""Beginners in theology will want this book, I do not say on their shelf, but rather, in their

hands; and yet advanced theologians will not regret digesting the material presented as well.""His

purpose is not to pre-scribe but to de-scribe Christian Theology." "Trinity Journal""This is a

wonderfully clear presentation of major questions on each of the topics discussed. The author is a

skilful teacher who knows how to explain what is at issue in the different debates and

disagreements without overwhelming the reader with unnecessary detail." "ACT

Digest""'Introduction' is perhaps too modest a word for a book which gives a basic introduction to

almost every aspect of the history and theology of Christianity. It is clearly written, fairly argued, and

very reasonably priced. McGrath has set a standard that will not be broken for a very long time."

"Theology""This is an admirable textbook which will soon grace many shelves." "Expository

Times""This book is an extraordinary achievement, a "tour de force" by McGrath which will establish

his reputation as one of Britain's most important theologians. It will also introduce thousands of

students to theology as a discipline

This book provides a long-awaited introduction to every aspect of Christian theology. Drawing on

ten years' experience of teaching Christian theology worldwide, Dr McGrath provides the most

user-friendly textbook on the subject currently available. Every section of the book has been

classroom-tested in the United States, Canada, Great Britain, and Australia. The book contains

three major sections: " Landmarks, " a full exposition of the historical development of Christian

theology from the patristic period to the present day. This provides full accounts of key movements,

debates, and writers of importance to classic and contemporary theology, including material relating

to postmodernism, postliberalism, and evangelicalism; "Sources and Methods, " a detailed account

of issues such as the nature of theological language, the nature of theological sources (such as

Scripture, reason, tradition, and experience), and the manner in which they have been used

throughout Christian history; "Christian Theology, " a detailed analysis of the main themes of

Christian theology. Although the discussion is fully up to date, full weight is given to the debates of

the patristic, medieval, and Reformation periods.

I really liked this overview, I don't agree with all the theology in it but the Author did a great job being

fair and presenting much of the material in its historical context instead of treating it like the

prescriptive truth. If you are in search of a brief yet valuable overview of western Christian theology

this book will do very well for that. The writing is very easily accessible. Although some of the topics

covered are inherently challenging, the author does as good a job as possible in outlining everything



to give the reader the best opportunity to grasp the real root of the theological debates that formed

Christian theology. There is a companion book "The Christina Theological Reader." which quotes

original sources. This book goes great with it, however, it's not annoying in that it constantly

references the Reader. I would recommend his Reader also. It helps fill the ideas out in the author's

own words, which is invaluable.

Authoritative, concise, clear, and complete with learning aids. The author is a well known theologian

and in this textbook he demonstrates his skill as a teacher as well. Would highly recommend to any

student of western theology.

Best overview of the history and major doctrines of the Christian faith! Great for newcomers and

veterans of theological studies.

his was a required book for a class, great deal on the rental price and quick delivery. Thank you.....

As well-balanced as you could hope for.

I found a few errors, but otherwise the book met my needs. It is important to check the references

as this book is really a secondary source of information regarding theological history.

i'm studying this book for a seminary theology course. if you want a thorough overview of nearly

every possible historical theological viewpoint, whether from scripture or not, then this is for you. if

you want to learn about God from what Scripture says, then find something else. i recommend

Millard Erickson's Christian Theology or Wayne Grudem's Systematic Theology or Thomas

Watson's brilliant and concise classic A Body of Divinity.

Excellent... get the basics for reference and understanding. Also, the reader as well!!! ~bje~
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